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Abstract: Genetic variants in MYBPC3 are one of the most common causes of hypertrophic car-
diomyopathy (HCM). While variants in MYBPC3 affecting canonical splice site dinucleotides are a 
well-characterised cause of HCM, only recently has work begun to investigate the pathogenicity of 
more deeply intronic variants. Here, we present three patients with HCM and intronic splice-af-
fecting MYBPC3 variants and analyse the impact of variants on splicing using in vitro minigene 
assays. We show that the three variants, a novel c.927-8G>A variant and the previously reported 
c.1624+4A>T and c.3815-10T>G variants, result in MYBPC3 splicing errors. Analysis of blood-de-
rived patient RNA for the c.3815-10T>G variant revealed only wild type spliced product, indicat-
ing that mis-spliced transcripts from the mutant allele are degraded. These data indicate that the 
c.927-8G>A variant of uncertain significance and likely benign c.3815-10T>G should be reclassified 
as likely pathogenic. Furthermore, we find shortcomings in commonly applied bioinformatics 
strategies to prioritize variants impacting MYBPC3 splicing and re-emphasize the need for func-
tional assessment of variants of uncertain significance in diagnostic testing. 
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1. Introduction 
Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) is a relatively common genetic disorder 

(with a prevalence of 1:500) characterised by left ventricular cardiomyopathy, a non-di-
lated left ventricle and normal, or increased, ejection fraction, and is associated with 
myocardial fibre disarray [1–3]. HCM is usually asymmetrical and develops in the ab-
sence of an identifiable secondary cause such as hypertension or aortic valvular stenosis. 
Patients with HCM usually have a relatively benign clinical course, although HCM can 
cause sudden cardiac death particularly in adolescents and young adults [3]. Risk factors 
such as severe cardiac hypertrophy, family history of sudden cardiac death, syncope and 
non-sustained ventricular tachycardia have been associated with sudden cardiac death 
in HCM patients, and high-risk patients may be offered implantable cardioverter-defib-
rillators (ICDs) to ameliorate their risk [2–7]. 

HCM usually shows an autosomal dominant mode of inheritance, although very 
rare cases of autosomal recessive and X-linked modes of inheritance have been de-
scribed [3,8–10]. Incomplete penetrance and variable clinical expression are common 
confounding phenomena. The phenotypic variability is thought to arise, at least in part, 
from interactions between pathogenic variants and genetic and non-genetic modifiers 
[3,11–13]. Variants in at least 12 genes encoding sarcomere and sarcomere-associated 
proteins cause HCM, the two most common of which (accounting for approximately 
50% of families with HCM) are β-myosin heavy chain (MYH7) and myosin-binding pro-
tein C3 (MYBPC3) [2,3,14–19]. The β-myosin heavy chain has the ATPase enzymatic ac-
tivity in the myosin head required for force generation in muscle fibres [20]. The myosin-
binding protein C3 interacts with both actin and myosin, as well as titin, and regulates 
cardiac contraction [21,22]. While the majority of variants causing HCM in MYH7 and 
other, less common causative genes are missense variants, pathogenic variants in 
MYBPC3 tend to be frameshift, nonsense or splice site variants, which result in prema-
ture termination codons (PTCs) and predicted loss of function [3,14,16,23]. PTC-contain-
ing MYBPC3 transcripts may result in truncated MYBPC3 protein upon translation; al-
ternatively, mutant transcripts may be degraded by the nonsense-mediated decay path-
way, causing allelic loss-of-function and reduced expression [23,24]. Approximately 15% 
of MYBPC3 variants in HCM are non-truncating, including missense and short in-frame 
insertion/deletion variants. The pathogenic mechanisms of these non-truncating variants 
are largely unknown, although it has been shown that disease severity and clinical out-
come, while highly variable, is largely independent of whether the pathogenic MYBPC3 
variant is truncating or non-truncating [23,25,26]. 

While genetic testing is now common in patients with HCM, the diagnostic yield is 
only 40-50% and the causative genotype is unknown for at least 40% of patients, even for 
those with family histories of the disease [27,28]. There are many factors which may ex-
plain this low genetic testing yield. For example, phenocopying occurs in other syn-
dromic conditions such as Noonan syndrome and storage disorders, including Ander-
son-Fabry disease, while in other cases complex and as-yet unknown genetic mecha-
nisms may cause HCM [27,29–32]. However, conventional genetic testing methods may 
also fail to identify pathogenic non-coding variants, in particular cryptic splice variants 
(i.e. intronic variants out-with the canonical splice acceptor and splice donor dinu-
cleotides which alter pre-mRNA splicing) in known HCM genes, which may be a major 
contributor to the missing heritability in HCM. For example, several recent publications 
have identified novel intronic cryptic splice variants within MYBPC3 in cohorts of HCM 
patients, which would not have been detected as pathogenic variants by standard genet-
ic testing [27,33–37]. These intronic variants were shown to alter MYBPC3 splicing and 
result in allelic loss-of-function and haploinsufficiency. 
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Here, we present three patients with HCM presenting with intronic MYBPC3 splice 
variants out-with the invariant splice donor/acceptor dinucleotides. We use in vitro 
minigene splicing assays in human cell lines, combined with direct analysis of patient 
RNA in one case, to confirm the aberrant effect of these variants on MYBPC3 splicing. 
This study supports the importance of sequencing intronic regions in MYBPC3 to in-
crease the detection of pathogenic variants causing HCM 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Patient recruitment and genetic testing 
The three probands were recruited by the Manchester Centre for Genomic Medi-

cine. For proband 1 clinical DNA sequencing by NGS was undertaken of the entire cod-
ing sequence of four genes – MYH7, MYBPC3, TNNT2 and TNNI3. For probands 2 and 3 
a panel of >20 genes associated with HCM was screen by NGS as previously described 
[38]. 

	 	 	 	 	 2.2. Bioinformatics analysis 
In silico pathogenicity prediction with SpliceAI v1.3.1 and Human Splicing Finder 

v3.1 were used to score cryptic splice-affecting variants in MYBPC3 [39,40]. Population 
frequency of MYBPC3 variants was analysed using gnomAD v.3.1 (hfps://
gnomad.broadinstitute.org/) [41]. 

	 	 	 	 	 2.3. Human K562 cell culture 
Human K562 cells were cultured under standard tissue culture conditions in RPMI-

1640 medium (Sigma) supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) (Sigma) and 
incubated in 5% CO2 at 37°C. Original K562 cell stocks were supplied at passage 10. 

	 	 	 	 	 2.4. In vitro splicing minigene assay 
Fragments of MYBPC3 (reference transcript NM_000256) were amplified by poly-

merase chain reaction (PCR) from commercially available reference genomic DNA 
(Promega) using either wildtype or mutagenic primers (Table S1) using Phusion High 
Fidelity DNA Polymerase (NEB) according to manufacturer’s recommendations. For the 
c.927-8G>A variant, the total MYBPC3 fragment length was 502bp, containing the 164bp 
exon 12 plus 170bp of intron 11 and 168bp of intron 12 of MYBPC3 (FIGURE 1a(i)). For 
the c.1624+4A>T variant, the total MYBPC3 fragment length was 332bp, containing the 
167bp exon 17 plus 65bp of intron 16 and 100bp of intron 17 (FIGURE 1a(ii)). For the 
c.3815-10T>G variant, the MYBPC3 fragment was 657bp and contained the 187bp exon 
33 and 37bp exon 34, plus 120bp of intron 32, the 190bp intron 33, and 123bp of intron 34 
(FIGURE 1a(iii)). The wildtype and mutagenic MYBPC3 fragments were cloned into the 
SK3 plasmid (a derivative of the pSpliceExpress minigene splice reporter vector, gifted 
from Stefan Stamm, Addgene #32485) using the Gibson method [42,43]. Constructs were 
transformed into competent bacteria and candidate colonies were cultured and vector 
DNA isolated using the GenElute Plasmid Miniprep kit (Sigma). Sequences of the mini-
gene vector constructs were verified by Sanger sequencing (performed by Eurofins gen-
omics). 
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Figure 1. MYBPC3 intronic splice variants in three probands with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. a) Schematic of the 
minigene constructs used to test pathogenicity of MYBPC3 splice variants i. c.927-8G>A, ii. c.1624+4A>T and iii. 
c.3815-10T>G. MYBPC3 exons are shown in purple. Endogenous minigene exons are shown in light blue. The location of 
the splice site variants are indicated by red stars. Ex = exon, In = intron. b) Location of MYBPC3 splice variants analysed 
in this paper and the probands in which the variants were identified, using the reference transcript NM_000256. Purple 
boxes refer to exons (Ex), black lines refer to introns. c) Representative RT-PCR results showing the outcome of the mini-
gene assays. Identities of RT-PCR products were confirmed by Sanger sequencing. High molecular weight bands above 
500bp correspond to unspliced vector DNA contamination. WT = wild type, Var = variant. n = 2.  

Human K562 cells were plated in 2ml RPMI-1640 medium (Sigma) supplemented 
with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) (Sigma) at approximately 80% confluency in 6-well 
tissue culture plates (Corning) on the day of transfection. Cells were transiently transfec-
ted with 2.5µg plasmid DNA using Lipofectamine LTX (Invitrogen) following the manu-
facturer’s protocol and incubated for 18 – 24 hours at 37°C with 5% CO2. The splicing 
minigene assays were performed twice independently. 

	 	 	 	 	 2.5. Reverse-transcription PCR (RT-PCR) 
For the splicing minigene assay, total RNA was extracted from K562 cells using 

TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen) according to manufacturer’s instructions. The resulting 
RNA was cleaned up using the RNeasy Mini RNA Isolation Kit (Qiagen), including an 
on-column DNA digestion step. An equal amount of RNA for each sample was conver-
ted to cDNA using Superscript IV (Invitrogen) with random hexamers (Invitrogen) ac-
cording to the supplier’s recommendations. cDNA was amplified using Phusion poly-
merase and primers listed in Table S2. PCR products were separated by agarose gel 
electrophoresis supplemented with SafeView nucleic acid stain (NBS Biologicals) and 
visualised under a blue-light transilluminator. Products were extracted using QIAquick 
gel extraction kit (Qiagen) and sequences by Sanger sequencing to confirm their identity. 

For proband 3 with the MYBPC3 c.3815-10T>G variant, an RNA sample (Paxgene) 
was derived from blood following manufacturer’s instructions. A cDNA synthesis was 
performed as above using patient RNA as a template and the cDNA amplified using 
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Phusion polymerase and primers listed in Table S2. PCR products were separated, gel 
extracted and sequenced as described above. 

3. Results 
Three patients with a clinical diagnosis of HCM, but no known genetic cause un-

derwent genetic and molecular screening by next-generation sequencing (NGS) to estab-
lish the genetic basis for their specific cardiac phenotype. 

3.1. Clinical characteristics associated with three intronic MYBPC3 variants 
The proband in family 1 (FIGURE 2a) was a 77 year old woman with a history of 

persistent atrial fibrillation.  An echocardiogram revealed severe asymmetrical left 
ventricular hypertrophy with a septum thickness of 2cm.  The proband’s father was re-
ported to have died suddenly at the age of 53, however there was no other family history 
consistent with a diagnosis of cardiomyopathy. Genetic testing revealed a heterozygous 
c.927-8G>A variant in intron 11 of MYBPC3 (FIGURE 1b). The affected nucleotide is 8 
base pairs (bp) upstream of the canonical 3’ splice site in intron 11, and potentially cre-
ates a new cryptic 3’ splice site AG. This c.927-8G>A variant has not been described pre-
viously in HCM patients in the literature, is not present in the gnomAD population gen-
omic sequence database and is classified as a variant of uncertain significance. However, 
this variant has been identified in seven additional unrelated individuals with HCM in 
diagnostic laboratories performing cardiomyopathy testing in the United Kingdom. Ad-
ditionally, a variant in the adjacent residue (c.927-9G>A) has been reported as likely 
pathogenic, although analysis of patient RNA derived from blood for this adjacent vari-
ant did not confirm any splicing errors caused by the variant [37,44]. The c.927-8G>A 
variant was not predicted to have any significant impact on splicing signals by Human 
Splicing Finder. In agreement with Human Splicing Finder, the SpliceAI score for this 
variant was 0.11 (acceptor loss). Commonly applied SpliceAI scores of 0.2 as potentially 
splice-altering and 0.5 as likely splice-altering for variant prioritisation would (falsely) 
exclude this variant from prioritisation [39,45]. 
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Figure 2. Family pedigrees for the three probands with HCM presented in this study. Pedigrees for a) family 1, b) fam-
ily 2, and c) family 3. Arrow indicates the probands subject to genetic testing in this study. Filled shapes indicate clinical-
ly affected individuals. 

The proband in family 2 (FIGURE 2b) was a 46 year old man who presented with 
palpitations and shortness of breath on exertion. A cardiac MRI scan showed moderate 
to severe concentric left ventricular hypertrophy with septal predominance (basal anter-
oseptum measured 2.4cm). There was also evidence of mid layer fibrosis involving the 
hypertrophied regions. The proband had type 1 diabetes mellitus but no history of hy-
pertension or other significant medical issues. There was no known family history of 
cardiomyopathy or sudden cardiac death. The proband was identified as having a het-
erozygous c.1624+4A>T variant in intron 17 of MYBPC3 (FIGURE 1b). The affected nuc-
leotide is 4bp downstream of the 5’ splice site, but still within the splice donor consensus 
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sequence. This c.1624+4A>T variant is present in three of 224880 alleles in gnomAD and 
is predicted by Human Splicing Finder to affect splicing by abrogating the splice donor 
site at the 5’ end of intron 17, although the SpliceAI score for the variant is only 0.16 
(donor loss) again suggesting no impact on splicing. The c.1624+4A>T variant is classi-
fied as pathogenic, having been reported in a number of HCM patients, both within and 
outside of the UK, and previous blood-derived RNA analysis from these patients re-
vealed the variant causes exon 17 skipping, which would result in a PTC and loss of the 
C-terminal region of the protein upon translation removing the major myosin and titin 
binding sites [24,37,46–49]. 

The proband in family 3 (FIGURE 2c) was diagnosed with HCM after presenting 
with chest pain whilst walking in his fifth decade. He had a history of paroxysmal atrial 
fibrillation and had a stroke at the age of 58 years. A cardiac MRI scan performed shortly 
after his stroke revealed a maximal wall thickness of 2.6cm and left ventricular outflow 
tract obstruction, consistent with HCM. On gadolinium imaging, there was evidence of 
very extensive enhancement involving most of the left ventricle. One of the proband’s 
brothers was reported to have died in his sleep at the age of 66 years and one of the 
proband’s sisters was identified as having mild HCM on screening shortly after his dia-
gnosis. Genetic testing in the proband revealed a heterozygous c.3815-10T>G variant in 
intron 33 of MYBPC3 (FIGURE 1b). The variant is 10 nucleotides upstream of the 3’ 
splice site. This c.3815-10T>G variant has been reported once in 242,620 alleles in 
gnomAD and has been reported previously in one HCM patient in ClinVar, although is 
currently classified as a likely benign variant [33]. In silico pathogenicity prediction by 
Human Splicing Finder suggested no impact of this variant on splicing signals, while the 
variant had a SpliceAI score of 0.37 (acceptor loss) indicating possible impact on spli-
cing. Genetic testing also revealed a heterozygous MYL2 c.37G>A, p.Ala13Thr variant in 
this proband. 

3.2. In vitro minigene assays to assess the impact of intronic MYBPC3 splice-affecting 
variants 

To test the effects of the identified MYBPC3 intronic variants on MYBPC3 pre-
mRNA splicing, we conducted in vitro minigene splicing assays in human cell lines. The 
assays compared spliced RNA transcripts extracted from human K562 cells following 
transfection with pairs of wild type and variant-containing minigene constructs contain-
ing fragments of MYBPC3 (FIGURE 1a). 

For the c.927-8G>A variant, we found that while the wild type sequence led to 
canonical splicing of MYBPC3 only, the variant resulted in loss of the wild type splice 
acceptor and the use of an upstream cryptic splice acceptor site instead, resulting in the 
inclusion of an additional 19bp at the 5’ end of exon 12 (FIGURE 1c). This 19bp exon 
extension would result in a frameshift and the creation of a PTC in exon 13. 

For the previously characterised c.1624+4A>T variant, the wild type sequence resul-
ted in a primary product containing canonically spliced exon 17, and a small fraction of 
product with exon 17 skipping. However, the mutant sequence resulted in complete 
exon 17 skipping (due to mutation of the wild type splice donor consensus sequence) 
and no canonically spliced product, in agreement with previous reports (FIGURE 1c, 
FIGURE S1) [33,37]. 

Finally, for the c.3815-10T>G variant, the wild type sequence resulted in two spliced 
products, one containing exon 34 and one with exon 34 skipped. However, for the mu-
tant construct, there was complete skipping of exon 34 and no exon 34 retention, sug-
gesting the variant led to complete loss of splice acceptor recognition at the 3’ end of in-
tron 33 (FIGURE 1c). Interestingly, exon 34 (of 35 total exons for the NM_000256 refer-
ence transcript used in this study) is the final coding exon of MYBPC3, and so the skip-
ping event observed here would result in loss of the normal stop codon. RNA from 
blood was available for this patient, and direct analysis of the spliced products in blood-
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derived patient RNA revealed only a wild type product, suggesting that mutant tran-
scripts produced from the variant-containing allele were degraded (data not shown). 
This finding suggests the c.3815-10T>G variant results in decreased MYBPC3 expression, 
in agreement to the known disease mechanism of haploinsufficiency. 

4. Discussion 
In this study, we present three patients with MYBPC3 intronic variants and assess 

the effects of these variants on MYBPC3 splicing in minigene assays in vitro. Confirming 
the pathogenicity of these intronic splice variants makes it possible to utilise the findings 
clinically and offer targeted genetic testing to at risk family members. For the 
c.927-8G>A and c.3815-10T>G variants, we can now apply PS3 from the American Col-
lege of Medical Genetics (ACMG) guidelines for assigning pathogenicity to sequence 
variants as we have shown, using a well-established in vitro functional study, the dam-
aging effect on splicing of these two variants [50]. 

While the MYBPC3 c.1624+4A>T variant has been well-characterised and previously 
classified as pathogenic, we included it in our minigene assays as a positive control to 
validate our methodology and confirm the sensitivity of our in vitro assay for detecting 
splice-altering variant effects [24,37,46–49]. In our system, this variant resulted in com-
plete MYBPC3 exon 17 skipping, in agreement with these previous analyses. 

The novel c.927-8G>A variant, described for the first time in proband 1 of our study, 
had a clear impact on MYBPC3 splicing, activates a cryptic splice site upstream of the 
canonical 3’ splice site at intron 11, resulting in the extension of exon 12 by 19bp at the 5’ 
end, leading to a frameshift and a PTC. It is interesting that the report of a variant in the 
adjacent nucleotide (c.927-9G>A) could not confirm aberrant splicing in patient RNA 
samples by RT-PCR; the authors only observed the wild type spliced product [37]. We 
postulate that the adjacent variant may have the same effect on MYBPC3 splicing as our 
c.927-8G>A variant as both variants affect the same canonical splice site in intron 11 and 
likely activate the same cryptic upstream 3’ splice site. It is likely that transcripts from 
the mutant allele are degraded by nonsense mediated decay (NMD), such that they are 
not observed by RT-PCR of patient RNA. Quantitative analysis of the MYBPC3 expres-
sion by qPCR and/or heterozygous variant ratios to assess whether transcripts from the 
mutant allele are present in patient RNA samples could be used to confirm this mecha-
nism, as well as assessing the variant in a minigene assay. 

Finally, the previously described c.3815-10T>G variant in proband 3 of our study 
had a clear effect on splicing in our minigene assay, resulting in total loss of the splice 
donor recognition at the 3’ end of intron 33 leading to complete exon 34 skipping and 
loss of the normal stop codon. The nucleotide sequence of exon 35 codes for 46 amino 
acids in-frame with exon 33 with an in-frame stop codon and so the mis-splicing event 
associated with the variant could result in a change to the 3’ end of the encoded protein. 
This event would not be detected from our minigene assay because the construct only 
contained MYBPC3 exons 33 and 34, and not exon 35. However, RT-PCR analysis of pa-
tient RNA indicated that this event causes NMD of transcripts from the mutant allele, as 
opposed to production of a protein with an altered C-terminal. Two points of interest are 
worth noting here. Firstly, even for our wild type minigene construct, there is a relat-
ively strong RT-PCR product (approximately the same intensity of band on the gel as the 
canonically spliced RT-PCR product) corresponding to the exon 34-skipped splice 
product and so the variant appears to shift the ratio of splice isoforms towards an exon 
34-skipped product which is already normally observed. In contrast, while a very faint 
band corresponding to the exon 17-skipped splice product is also present for the wild 
type construct for the c.1624+4A>T variant, this band is much weaker than the canonic-
ally spliced product. MYBPC3 exon 34 is a very short exon (37bp), and previous studies 
have indicated shorter exon length is associated with more frequently skipped exons, 
which may explain the relatively high prevalence of the shorter splice isoform even for 
the wild type minigene constructs [51,52]. The second point of interest with the 
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c.3815-10T>G variant is that this individual also carries a heterozygous MYL2 c.37G>A, 
p.Ala13Thr variant. This amino acid substitution has been shown to have an important 
effect on calcium binding and subsequent myosin binding of the encoded protein, and 
has been previously reported in patients with HCM, particularly associated with left 
ventricular obstruction. This observation is consistent with the phenotype of left 
ventricular outflow tract obstruction in our patient, but the high minor allele frequency 
means that the clinical significance of this variant is unclear [53–57]. It may be that be-
cause the MYBPC3 c.3815-10T>G splice variant enhances an exon skipping event, which 
is normally observed at a relatively high frequency, this variant must be combined with 
a second variant in another sarcomere-associated gene and/or must occur in the pres-
ence of a background of particular genetic modifiers to be fully penetrant. Another non-
mutually exclusive possibility is that the common MYL2 variant in this patient is only 
pathogenic in the presence of a second variant in a sarcomere-associated gene (in this 
case the MYBPC3 c.3815-10T>G variant), explaining the link between the variant and 
specific cardiac phenotypes even though its population frequency is relatively high. It is 
not clear whether the previously reported individuals with the MYBPC3 c.3815-10T>G 
variant also carried the MYL2 c.37G>A variant [33]. One of this proband’s sisters was 
identified as having a mild HCM phenotype. Genetic testing will now be extended to the 
affected sibling. 

A further point of interest is that none of the intronic splice-affecting variants 
presented in this study had particularly high SpliceAI scores and only the c.1624+4A>T 
variant was predicted by Human Splicing Finder to affect MYBPC3 splicing. Indeed, for 
this variant, the SpliceAI score was only 0.16, and yet the variant resulted in total loss of 
the intron 17 splice donor and complete exon 17 skipping, and is already classified as 
pathogenic on the basis of previous RNA analysis. Similarly, the c.927-8G>A variant had 
a SpliceAI score of just 0.11, and yet had a very clear impact on the MYBPC3 exon 12 
splice acceptor site, while the c.3815-10T>G had a SpliceAI score of 0.37 but had a major 
impact in shifting MYBPC3 splicing towards exon 34 skipping. In general, our laborat-
ory policy is to consider variants with SpliceAI scores greater >0.2 as potentially splice-
altering, while scores >0.5 are considered as very likely to be splice-altering, and is sim-
ilar to previously described SpliceAI cut-offs used for variant prioritisation [39,45]. 
However, some reports investigating MYBPC3 intronic splice variants have used very 
stringent SpliceAI cut-offs of ≥ 0.9 to initially prioritise variants [27]. Nonetheless, when 
these studies expanded their inclusion criteria to include variants with lower SpliceAI 
scores, an MYBPC3 c.1898-23A>G variant with a SpliceAI score of just 0.04 was identi-
fied; assessment of patient RNA using RT-PCR showed inclusion of intron 19, leading to 
a premature stop codon and presumed NMD [27]. In our study we further demonstrate 
that intronic variants beneath commonly applied SpliceAI filters do have a significant 
impact on splicing, and these data reemphasise that functional investigation alongside in 
silico assessments remains an important consideration for diagnostic testing in the con-
text of splicing. 

5. Conclusions 
Intronic MYBPC3 cryptic splice variants are an important genetic cause of HCM 

and may not be accurately predicted by in silico bioinformatic methods. Analysis of in-
tronic MYBPC3 splice variants increases the diagnostic yield in HCM patients. 

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/xxx/s1. Table S1: 
Primers used for generating MYBPC3 minigene constructs. Table S2: Primers used for reverse-
transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) experiments. Figure S1: Sequence traces show-
ing the 19bp insertion at the 5’ end of MYBPC3 exon 12 for the c.927-8G>A variant in the minigene 
assay. 
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